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Wind turbines would bring money, powerv., and scars

Flint Hills' future shock
After deflecting a lucrative offer from a Florida firm, residents and officials are struggling to determine the fate of Kansas' taligrass region.
BY STAN FINGER
The Wichita Eagle

They come to Cottonwood Falls seeking a portal to the past. They'll climb onto the back of a horse or a 1958 wheat truck and ride to the top of a hill, where they can
watch tallgrass ·rippling in the wind.

"They'll say, 'This is what we came for, to see this panorama,' " said Suzan Barnes, owner of the Grand Central Hotel in Cottonwood Falls, who leads many of the tours.

Now Kansans from the Flint Hills to the Capitol are asklnq : How much is that view worth, and how much should the region do to preserve it?

Florida Power and Light last week shelved plans to place scores of wind turbines, each about 400 feet tall, in Chase County because residents and state officials
including Gov. Kathleen Sebelius -- want to protect the tallgrass prairie that defines the Flint Hills.

"You don't put 'em on the edge of the Grand Canyon, and you don't put 'em in the Flint Hills," Chase County landowner Larry Patton said of the wind turbines.

Sebelius "has been pretty clear" about asking companies interested in developing projects in the Flint Hills to show restraint until a consensus can be reached on how to
protect the tallgrass prairie, Sebelius spokeswoman Nicole Corcoran said.

Because a customer needs the power from the wind farm next year, "we didn't have the time to let the debate or discussion play itself out," FP&Lspokesman Steve
Stengel said.

The utility is looking elsewhere in Kansas and in surrounding states to build its wind farm, Stengel said. He would not offer specifics. Nor would he rule out a return one
day, calling Chase County a good location.

Not everyone welcomed the news that the wind turbines would go elsewhere.

FP&Lwould have made annual payments of about $500,000 in lieu of property taxes for the next 25 years. Almost $200,000 of that would have gone to the Chase
County school system.

That kind of money "can make you sit up and pay attention," superintendent Rick Weiss admitted.

The district could have used that money to maintain an after-school program that loses its funding this year, Weiss said, as well as start a preschool program and buy
one or two new buses each year.

"Those were things that we needed, and could provide the educational opportunities to our students that we know that would have enabled them to become more
successful," Weiss said.

FP&Lwould have given another $425,000 to buy and preserve tallgrass prairie land somewhere in the Flint Hills, Stengel said.

Chase County has been ranching country for as long as it has been settled, its topsoil too rocky and too shallow to be converted into fruitful farmland.

"It's a complicated thing," Chase County Commissioner Gary Bruch said. "You've got to look at the big picture."

A wind farm "would offer quite an economic boost to the county," he said. At the same time, however, "you can't sell our soul."

The Flint Hills are tempting to wind farm developers because they offer both consistent wind and access to the best power transmission lines in the state, linking Wichita
and Kansas City.

The Kansas Energy Council, formed in June to implement recommendations made by the governor's Wind and Prairie Task Force, has been directed to protect the
tallgrass prairie while aggressively promoting wind farm development in the state.

Among the council's decisions will be how much -- and which parts -- of the Flint Hills to protect from wind-energy development.

"It's definitely too early to make that decision," council chairman Lee Allison said.

Part of the problem with pondering the big picture, officials say, is that it's difficult to gauge how much of an impact Flint Hills tourism could have on the region's economy.
Only about 20,000 people a year visit the tallgrass preserve in Chase County.

But that's not an accurate gauge of the area's potential, said Scott Allegrucci, director of the Division of Travel and Tourism Development in the state Department of
Commerce. The concept of agri -tourisrn is still poorly defined, he said, and numbers could increase Significantly once officials and enthusiasts learn how to better tap into
it.

"Most Kansans recognize the Flint Hills as kind of a special place," Allegrucci said. "That landscape is very compelling."

The Flint Hills, he said, belong on the list of geographic attractions that offer a truly unique look and feel -- much like the Badlands, the Hill Country of east Texas, even
the Grand Canyon.

"Those are areas that become defined by their nature, by the indigenous culture and history of the place," Allegrucci said. "The Flint Hills have that."

The unique atmosphere of the Flint Hills has to be kept in mind, Barnes said, as officials and developers weigh where wind farms belong in Kansas.

"We have an endangered eco-system here," she said. "If it's gone, it's gone. We cannot bring it back."

Reach Stan Finger at 268-6437 or sfinger@wichitaeagle.com.


